
1. Setting up the document:  1000 x 1000, 300 dpi, RGB, 8 bit.  

2. Setting up the faux DEM:  DEM stands for Digital Elevation Model and it uses

grayscales to represent the height of terrain – black for low, white for high.  We

need this faux DEM for later when we create contour lines and it will also be the

main part of our mountains and hills.  

3. Create a new layer.  Filter – Render – Clouds.  Filter – Render – Difference

Clouds (two times).  If you want to show a larger area (mountains will be smaller)

then go with 4 times or 6 times; here I went with 4.  This will create a random

landmass where the white areas will be our mountains and the black areas will be

the plains.  If you have a predetermined landmass then start with Step 38.

4. At the top of the screen click on Layer then scroll down and click on New

Adjustment Layer then move across and click on Levels.  On the screen that pops

up just leave everything alone and click on OK.  Drag the black slider on the left

towards the middle and watch the numbers change in the box, when it gets to 128

stop.  Drag the white slider on the right towards the middle and stop it at 192.



5. Create a new layer and then hit Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E.  This fills the new layer with a

composite image of what is showing on the screen.  Rename this layer to

“Mountains”.  Hide this layer and the adjustment layer.  Create a new layer and

hit Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E.  Now at the top of the screen click on Filter – Noise – Add

Noise = 5%.  Rename this layer to “Hills”.  Hide this layer and click on the

Mountains layer.

6. Filter – Render – Lighting Effects and use these settings:



7. Make sure that black is the foreground color and then click on Select – Color

Range.  Move the fuzziness slider to 200.  Hit the Delete key and then deselect

(Ctrl+D).  

8. Click on the Hills layer and do another Lighting Effects but use these settings:



9. To add more light sources, there are 5 this time, click on the little light bulb.  All

five have the same settings.  Repeat step 7 but set the fuzziness to 150.

10.   On the layer stack, move the Hills layer below the Mountains layer.  Hold down

the Ctrl key and click on the icon for Create a new layer (it looks like a square

within a square).  This will create a new empty layer below the Hills layer.  Click

on Edit – Fill = 50% gray.  You should have something that looks like this:

11.  We're not going to use this image but this is just to check to see of you have what

I have so far.  

12.   Setting up the shaded relief:  On the layer stack click on the little folder icon.

Move all of the existing layers into the folder by clicking and holding and

dragging them to the folder, when it changes color then release the mouse button.

13.   Create a new layer, it should be above the folder in the layer stack, and rename it

to Grass.  Change the black to a light sage green by clicking on the black square

on the Tools palette. The color I use here is hex code 8AA894 (RGB 138, 168,

148).  Click on the Paint Bucket tool and fill the layer.  Open the folder by



clicking on the little triangle and then duplicate the Mountains layer.  Move this

layer (Mountains copy) above the green layer.  Do the same thing for the Hills

layer (Hills copy) and make sure that it remains below the Mountains copy layer.

Close the folder by clicking on the little triangle.

14.   Click on the Mountains copy layer and on the layer stack set the Fill to zero.

Now we add a layer style so click on the little white cursive f inside of a black

circle (bottom of the layer stack) and choose Bevel and Emboss.  These are the

settings:

15.   The brown is hex code 4F3635 (RGB 79, 54, 53) and the yellow is hex code

FFF39E (RGB 255, 243, 158).

16.   Beneath the Bevel and Emboss line click on Contour; this will define the shape

of the emboss as if you were looking at it from the side.  Make your slope look

like this by clicking on the line and dragging the anchor point around:



17.   Lastly, add an outer glow with the following settings, the brown is hex code

6C4926 (RGB 108, 73, 38):



18.   This is what you should have:

19.   Click on the Hills copy layer and apply the same Bevel and Emboss layer style

but change the size to 10.  Your hills should be faint and if you want them to be

more pronounced then change the color of the brown to something darker.

20.   Rivers and lakes:  click on the Mountains copy layer and create a new layer.

Grab the Brush tool and choose a suitable size for your largest rivers.  I use a

tablet with pressure sensitivity so I chose a 9 pixel hard round.  Reset the colors to

black and white.  Draw in your largest river with this and then go back with

smaller tips and draw smaller river and streams.  For those of you who do not

have a tablet then you can use the Smudge Tool to taper the ends.



21.   Add a layer style of Color Overlay of a light blue hex code 7BBAD2 (RGB 123,

186, 210).  Add a layer style of Stroke (size is 2, inside) with a color of 355E6C

(RGB 53, 94, 108).



22.   Duplicate the Water layer and clear the layer styles by right clicking on the layer

(in the layer stack) and choosing Clear Layer Style.  Leave this layer named as

Water copy.  Hide everything above the folder except for this layer.  Open the

folder and hide everything except for the layer with the difference clouds.  The

on-screen image should look like this:



23.   Click on the Water copy layer and duplicate it 7 times.  Click on Water copy  2

and then Filter – Gaussian Blur = 1.  Click on the next layer up and blur it 2.

Next layer up and blur it 4, next layer 8, next layer 16, then 32, then 64.  What

these blurred layers do is to make a valley for the water to flow through.  This will

help to make our contour lines correct.



24.   Create a new layer (it should be at the top of the layer stack) and rename it CL

then hit Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E.  Duplicate this layer 12 times.  Hide all of these

duplicated layers except for CL copy and click on that layer.  Filter – Stylize –

Trace Contour and set the level at 10.



25.  Click on the next layer up and repeat the trace contour but set the level at 25, next

layer at 50, next layer at 75, next layer at 100.  On the remaining layers increase

by 10 instead of 25.  When you finally get to the end and the trace contour

produces no lines then just delete that layer.  If you need more layers then just

duplicate the CL layer and move it to the top of the layer stack.  When ultimately

done set all of these layers to multiply except for the CL copy layer. Merge all of

the layers together except for the CL layer...hide that layer. Click on Image –

Adjustments – Desaturate.  It should look like this:



26.   On the Tools palette swap the black and white with the little swap arrows

making white the foreground color.  Click on Select – Color Range and the

fuzziness should still be at 200.  Hit the Delete key and deselect (Ctrl+D).

Rename this layer Contours.

27.   Unhide the grass, mountains, hills, and water layers.  Add a layer style of Color

Overlay to this layer of a brown, hex code 6E4B28 (RGB 110, 75, 40).  Move this

layer beneath the Water layer so that all of that brown doesn't cover up the rivers

and lakes.  

28. Click on the CL layer and move it to the top of the layer stack then duplicate it.

Move the CL layer into the folder and click on the CL copy layer at the top.

Duplicate this layer 3 or 4 times, depending on how many thick contour lines that

you want.  Do some more trace contours but make sure that they are spaced far

enough apart, say like at 10, 110, 160, and 210.  Set the upper layers to multiply,

merge them, desaturate, and delete the white as in step 27.  Click on Filter – Blur

– Gaussian Blur = .5.  Add a layer style of Color Overlay with a color of brown



hex code 53381D (RGB 83, 56, 29).  Set the fill of the layer to zero.  Rename this

layer to “Contours 2”.  If your contour lines seem too dark then reduce the opacity

of the color overlay.  

29.   Setting up the forests:  Click on the Mountains copy layer and create a new

layer.  Rename it to Forest.  Grab the Pencil tool (right click on the Brush tool)

and pick a good size tip, I went with 19 pixel hard round.  Draw some rough blob

shapes on the mountains or wherever you want really.  Make sure that your blobs

are filled in solid.  Set the fill of the layer to zero.  Add a layer style of Stroke

with a color of green hex code 505E48 (RGB 80, 94, 72) and set the size at 1,

outside, blend mode is darken, and opacity is 50%.  You will barely be able to see

the green line and that is fine for now.  If you want it darker later on then up the

opacity.  

30.   Duplicate this layer and clear the layer style.  Hold down the Ctrl key and left

click on this layer in the layer stack...this loads a selection.  Click on Filter –

Noise – Add Noise = 400%.  Deselect.  Hide any layers above this layer then click

on Select – Color Range (white should still be the foreground color) hit delete and

deselect.  Add a layer style of Color Overlay of the same color as the stroke on the

layer below.  Set the blend (of the color overlay) to overlay and opacity of 75%.

Set the fill of the layer to zero.  Filter – Blur – Gaussian Blur = .5.  The forests

should be subtle and not overpower the rest of the image.  When done unhide any

layers above.

31.   Roads:  Water should be the topmost layer so click on that and create a new

layer.  Rename it to Roads.  Grab the Brush tool and pick the 5 pixel soft round

tip.  Change the foreground color to a yellow hex code D8CB9E (RGB 216, 203,

158).  Draw in your main roads.  Use smaller tips for smaller roads.  Add a layer

style of Outer Glow of brown hex code 53381D (RGB 83, 56, 29) and set the size

at 2, opacity at 50% with a normal blend mode..  Add an Inner Glow of the same

but opacity is 100%.  Put in minor roads (on a new layer) with the solid brown

color that we used for the inner and outer glow on this layer and a 3-pixel tip.



32.   Create a new layer and rename it to Buildings.  Change the foreground color to

the same as the stroke from the last step.  Grab the Pencil tool and pick the 6 pixel

hard square tip.  Open up the Brush Editor.  Click on Brush Tip Shape and set the

spacing at 200.  Click on Shape Dynamics and set the Size Jitter at 100%, Angle

Jitter at 25%, and Roundness Jitter at 50%.  If you want to keep this brush then

click on the little square within a square at the bottom.  Close the Brush Editor.

Now Ctrl+click on the Roads layer (in the layer stack) then Select – Modify –

Expand = 2.  Select – Inverse.  Now draw in some buildings.  When done

deselect.  If you have drawn buildings on the water by accident then ctrl+click on

the Water layer, expand the selection by 2, hit delete, and deselect.  Add a layer

style of Color Overlay of black with an opacity of 25% to make our buildings just

a bit darker than the road stroke.  



33. Create a new layer and rename it to Noise.  Edit – Fill = 50% gray.  Noise – Add

Noise = 400%.  Set the blend mode of the layer to multiply and opacity to 5%.

Filter – Blur – Gaussian Blur = .5.  

34. Now you start adding names for all of these things...towns, roads, rivers, lakes,

mountains, hills, etc.  The old style uses serif fonts but these get hard to read

sometimes.  The new style uses sans serif fonts that are a of a medium weight.

Use black for the towns, brown for the mountains, and the dark teal for rivers and

lakes.  If you want to add symbols for things like parks and airports then you will

have to make some or find some on the internet or scan them in from a road atlas

and crop them accordingly.



36. Me, I like to add a little pizzazz to things so lets make our image a little bit more

dynamic.  Create a new layer and rename it to Adjust 1.  Change the foreground

color to a purple hex code 6A009C (RGB 106, 0, 156).  Change the background

color to a yellow hex code FFC851 (RGB 255, 200, 81).  Filter – Render –

Clouds.  Set the blend mode to Luminosity and move the layer down to just above

the Grass layer.  Other interesting blend modes that look authentic are Lighten

and Exclusion.  The rest of the blend modes are more on the psychedelic side with

these particular colors (yellow and purple).  Create a new layer and rename it to

Adjust 2.  Set the blend mode for this layer to Color and the opacity at 40%.  Use

the same yellow but grab a big airbrush (100 pixel soft round airbrush) and make

some spots here and there.  Use a dark green and make some more spots and a tan

color as well.  



37. Starting with a pre-defined shape:  turn your pre-existing map into a black and

white version where black is the low areas or water.  How you choose to do that is

up to you...you can just draw something over the top of something else, create

something new, desaturate a color image, whatever.



    

38.   In the end this is what we want.  Now go back to Step 3 and follow along

through Step 10 then stop and come back here.



39.  These mountains do not conform to where I want them...they are randomly

placed.  To put them where we want them grab the Lasso tool.  St the top of the

screen on the left you will see a bunch of little boxes, make sure to click on the

leftmost box.  Next to the boxes you will see the word “Feather”.  Type in “50

px” without the quotation marks.  Now on the image click and hold and then drag

a loop around a chunk of mountain and make sure to close the loop.  When you

release the mouse button your selection will be made and feathered.  Feathering is

important because without feathering your selection will have a sharp edge and

with feathering the selection will be softer at the edges.  

40.   On the layer stack set the opacity of the layer to 50%.  Hide any layers between

this layer and the original black and white layer.  Click on the Move tool.  On the

image click and hold inside of the selection area and then drag it to wherever you

want it to be and then release the mouse button.  When you're happy with where it

is you can release the mouse button.  You can rotate the selection by clicking on

Edit – Transform – Rotate.  Click at one of the corner anchor points and drag it



and the selection will spin in place.  When you're happy with that then release the

mouse button and hit Ctrl+D to deselect.  Repeat this process with as many

mountain chunks as you wish.  If you need more mountain chunks then create a

new layer and repeat Steps 3 through 10.  More than likely, though, this should be

enough.  If you end up with hard edges, due to the edge of the image, then use the

Eraser tool.

41. Once you've got your mountains in place then reset the opacity to 100.  You've

probably got some gaps and things might look a little weird so create a new layer

and fill it with black.  Move this layer below the mountains layer and everything

should look better.  Oh, and click back on the mountains layer.  Select – Color

Range = black with a fuzziness of 200.  Hit the delete key and deselect.  Delete

the black layer (on the layer stack, click hold, and drag this layer to the trash can)

and hide the mountains layer so that the only layer showing is the original black

and white layer.  Select – Modify – Expand = 50.  Select – Feather = 50.  Unhide

the mountains, make sure you are still on the mountains layer and then hit the

delete key and deselect.  This should trim the mountains back away from the

water.  If you need them trimmed back further just keep hitting the delete key

before deselecting.

42.   Repeat Steps 40 – 42 for the hills layer but instead of expanding and feathering

100 just go with 50 here.  When you get this done you should have something that

looks like this:



43.  Now go back to Step 12 and follow along until Step 19 then come back here.

44.   For the rivers and lakes you can create new ones if you like or use the existing

ones that we already have.  If you want to make new ones then go back to Step 20

and follow along until the end.  If you want to use the ones already existing then

duplicate the original black and white layer and move it to the top of the layer

stack...and rename it to “Water”.  Reset the colors to black and white and then

make white the foreground color.  Select – Color Range = white with a fuzziness

of 200.  Hit the delete key and deselect and this leaves the black as our water.  If

your black and white image has hard edges then soften them up with a gaussian

blur of .5.  



45.  Now go back to Step 23 and follow it to the end...when you're ready to finish the

ocean come back here.



46. I rushed my roads and buildings and this style is heavily reliant upon the roads so

if you take more time and get your roads looking good then the rest will follow.

47. Now let's tackle that ocean and finish up.  Duplicate the original black and white

layer and move it to the top of the layer stack.  Make white the foreground color

then Select – Color Range with a fuzziness of 200.  Select – Modify – Expand =

100.  Create a new layer and fill it with white and deselect.  Filter – Noise –

Median = 10.  Repeat this step on new layers but with a median of 20, again at 30,

and again at 40.  

48.   Now you can delete the Background copy layer.  On each of the new layers fill

the empty space with black.  Then on each layer do this:  Filter Pixelate –

Crystallize = 25.  Then repeat at 12.  On each layer do Image – Adjustments –

Brightness/Contrast and max the contrast.  Now do noise – median at 10 on each

layer.   These layers are going to serve as our bathymetry, the opposite of height

on land is depth in the ocean.  



49.   Now we have to mask off the land on each layer so that it shows through.

Ctrl+click on your Water layer, Select – Modify – Contract = 3.  At the bottom of

the layer stack click on the little icon for Add Vector Mask (it looks like a white

circle inside of a black square).  Your rivers will still be showing so grab a big

brush and make black the foreground color.  Paint the black to cover up the

rivers...black serves to hide stuff and white shows stuff.  You may have to zoom

in close to get a nice transition from river to ocean.  With this first mask done we

can copy it to the other layers.  Ctrl+click on this mask (on the thumbnail) and

click on the next layer up in the stack.  Click on the Add Vector Mask and repeat

for all of the bathymetry layers.  Now Click on the thumbnail of the image on the

layer so that we can work on the layer itself instead of the mask.  Grab the Magic

Wand Tool and click in the black area, hit the delete key, and deselect.  Do this on

all of these layers.  Set all of these layers to screen with an opacity of 20%.

50.   Ctrl+click on the first of these bathymetry layers.  Create a new layer and move

it to the top of the stack.  Click on the Pencil Tool and pick the 2 pixel hard square

tip.  Click on the Paths Tab.  At the bottom of this stack (which is empty right

now) click on the little icon for Make Work Path From Selection.  Next click on

Stroke Path with Brush.  Now click on the Eraser Tool.  Choose the 4 pixel hard

square tip.  Open the Brush Editor and set the spacing at 200%.  Click on Shape

Dynamics and set the Angle Jitter to Direction.  Now click on Stroke Path with

Brush again.  This chops out little holes in our line.  Delete the path layer and

click back on the layers tab.  Repeat this step for each of the bathymetry layers

and when done merge them together.  Blur .5 and then add a dark blue color

overlay that matches the stroke on the Water layer; color code 355E6C.



51.  Now just add numbers for each of these dashed lines; something like 500, 100,

1500, 2000, and then put the dark blue color overlay on it and rotate into place.

52. Details:  First we need a reddish-orange color, C33F25, for larger divisions of

land, like counties, and a solid line with a 5-pixel tip.  Put these lines on a new

layer with 75% opacity.  Next we need some boundary lines for wards or

precincts or some other division of land.  For this we need an orange color,

FFAF32, and a small round brush tip with a spacing of 150.   Just draw in some

dotted lines that divide up the land into sections, pretty basic.

53.   Change the color back to black and place a single dot or triangle on top of each

high place, hill or mountain.  Now put in some elevation numbers.  The easiest

way to keep track of these is to count the contour lines.  Make up an arbitrary

number in your head as to what each contour line will be in height, say like each

line is 50 feet up in elevation.  Count the contour lines from the river or coast to

this high place and multiply by 50 and then add in a few extra feet for good

measure.


